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R.A.F. SCORES A MAJOR VICTORY

WHAT RAIDS ON FRENCH FACTORIES MEAN

In three air-raids, only- one of which was heavy and two of ‘which were on

a more moderate- scale, the Royal Air Force has struck a blow at the German

armoured and mechanised divisions which would have been regarded as

sensational had it been achieved .by an allied army of millions of armoured

and mechanised troops and as the result of a. prolonged and, bloody campaign*.

For, in these threeraids, arid inthe space of -about ..six hours, the Royal

Air Force destroyed, the greater port .of. the Renault works, mostly beyond repair,
and seriously damaged the Great Matford works at Piossy* 1

Between them, these two great factories were producing at least 20,000
heavy army lorries, per year - or'about 70-.every day - in addition to large
numbers of tanks- and armoured fighting vehicles and the repair of many mope.

This immense production has been stopped - much of it for at least a year*.

Some of it cannot be resumed until after the war, owing to the destruction of

irreplaceable machinery and machine tools.'

Even if part of this production can be ultimately resumed, the German army

has lost ah least the equivalent of one year's output from Renault and that of many

months from Matford.

It has, in all probability, lost very much more. And it should be realised

that this great total of military vehicles and weapons has been denied to the

enemy before they over appeared in the battle zone to cause loss and casualties to

ourselves or our allies.

This would have constituted a major defeat for the enemy, even if it had.

only been achieved at the cost of heavy losses in men and material and as the

result of prolonged fighting on the heaviest scale.

Imagine the effect of this news if it had been announced in an Allied

war communique: -

/"Our



2

"Our armies, as the culmination of six months of heavy

fighting have destroyed more than 20,000 German lorries

and large numbers of• tanks and armoured vehicles* The

entire equipment of five armoured and mechanised divisions

has "been destroyed,"

Ineffect, one of the major tank battles of the war has been won

by the Royal Air Force in about six hours at a cost of four bombers

and twenty-five men.

This is not only of immediate and peeramount importance to the

Allied armies on-both Russian andLibyan fronts:, it is also the finest

example of Bomber co-operation with the army which this war has yet

afforded, and proves beyond question that the direction, of so .great a

part of the. national effort into .the- construction and manning .of heavy
'bombers is apolicy which brings immense and unprecedented advantage'’

.to, pur. ground forces, and, those .of our allies.

Yet the denial of this huge output of military machinery to Germany

is,. not .the. only fruit of the victor;..-. This, great and expected flow of

tanks-; and vehicles would have enabled the enemyto stage a great campaign,
to ‘defeat which the allied: armies would themselves have suffered most

serious casualties and severe losses in equipment.

The suddendenial of' some . 20,000 lorries and great 'quantities of tanks,
and armouredvehicles must “profoundly affect Germany's future strategy,
circumscribe her actions, and cause drastic interference with her military

plan.
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